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Abstract

In this paper we propose the use of multi-topology (MT) routing to achieve fault tol-
erance against failures of network elements which is also called network resilience. The
shortest path routing trees seen from any node is calculated based on the link costs. To
provide different routing topologies, ann-dimensional vector of different costs is pro-
vided for each link in the network and allows for the calculation ofn different routing
topologies. We suggest to set these vectors in such a way that any node has a valid path to
any other destination in case of a link or router failure. If a router recognizes the outage
of an interface, it can switch the traffic from a broken routing topology to a valid routing
topology which leads to a very fast reaction time to failures. The failover time can be
compared with MPLS solutions that are based on explicit routing. However, we change
the implementation of MT routing also in such a way that the new concept is still based
on the shortest path convergence mechanism. This offers the potential to maintain the
robustness of the Internet routing in case of multiple failures.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we do not consider traditional traffic engineering approaches to achieve high
bandwidth utilization or to avoid quality of service (QoS) violations in terms of packet loss an
delay. Instead, we consider resilience against network failure as performance measure because
carrier grade networks are required to offer a high availability and reliability of 99.999%,
which is also called the “five nines” property. Hence, service interruptions should be avoided
and their duration should be kept to a minimum if they occur.

Multi-topology (MT) routing provides several different IP routing schemes within one net-
work. It is an optional mechanism within IS-IS [1] used today by many Internet service
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providers (ISPs) for Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) routing within their clouds [2]. MT-
routing can be used for variety of purposes such as an in-band management network “on top”
of the original IGP topology, maintain separate IGP routing domains for isolated multicast or
IPv6 islands within the backbone, or force a subset of an address space to follow a different
topology.

In this paper we enhance MT routing to provide fault tolerance against network failures.
The idea is simple. One distinct MT routing scheme is used under normal normal networking
conditions. If a node detects the outage of one of its adjacent links or neighbor node, it deviates
all traffic, that has to be sent according to the routing table over this failed element, to another
interface over an alternative routed provided by a another MT routing scheme.

If a failure happens in the physical network topology, the link or node vanishes also in the
virtual routing topology for the respective MT routing. Each of these topologies retains the
self-healing property of IP routing although this may take some time until the routing tables
have converged. We change the implementation of MT routing proposed in [2] in such a way
that each routing scheme is based on the full physical network topology in order to take any
link for restoration purposes. This increases the self-healing property of a single MT routing
scheme.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe MT routing in detail and
propose our implementation which has an increased potential for self-healing. Section 3 en-
hances MT routing conceptually to allow for fast rerouting in case locally recognized failures.
In Section 4 we derive virtual topology requirements for resilient routing and illustrate their
feasibility in sample networks. Section 5 summarizes this work and gives some outlook on
further research.

2 Multi-Topology Routing

We denote a network as a directed graphG = (V , E , k()̇). The set of verticesV represents the
routers and the set of directed edgesE represents the links in the network. Traditional routing
protocols require a cost functionk(l) for the linksl ∈ E . In case of link state routing protocols,
each node broadcasts the link costs in regular intervals or in case of topology changes such
that any node in the network has a complete map about active links and their costs. Based
on this information, each node computes a shortest paths tree [3] and determines the next hop
for each destination within the network which is recorded - possibly in a compacted form -
in the routing table. In the following, we describe the multi-topology (MT) routing approach
currently described by the IETF and our proposal.

MT routing providesn different routing schemesRi in a network that are characterized by
their unique MT ID #i with0 ≤ i < n. The current Internet draft proposes create different
Ri by including links to the MT or to exclude them. Hence, a new virtual network topology
Gi = (Vi, Ei, k()̇) is created that differs inE . For backward compatibility reasons,E0 = E
contains all links in the network. By omitting some links in the topology, the broadcast of
link state packages (LSPs) is limited to the nodes within the same MT and the shortest path
algorithm is performed for eachGi to calculated a separate routing tableTi for eachRi. Normal
data packets are marked with one MT ID. If a packet is received by a forwarding process, the



MT ID #i of the packet is evaluated first and then the next hop towards the destination of the
packet is derived as usual from routing tableTi. This way, a subset of the traffic in the network
can be forced to use only the link subsetEi ⊆ E .

For our purposes we use another approach to provide different routing schemesRi, which
is not yet being standardized by the IETF. The scalar link costs are enhanced ton-dimensional

vectorsk(l) =
(

k(l)0·
k(l)n−1

)
andk(l)i corresponds to routing schemeRi. The routing protocol

requires now the broadcast of link state vectors. In contrast to the above scheme, all nodes an
links participate in all network topologiesGi that differ only in their cost functionk(l)i. The
shortest path computation is executed for each topologyGi and produces a separate routing
tableTi for each routing schemeRi due to the different link costs. Like above, packets are
marked with the number of their MT routing and forwarded according to the respective routing
tables.

Setting the MT specific link costs to a very high value has the same effect as excluding
the link from the network topology. We say that those links are not contained in the routing
topology although they are present inEi but they are usually not used for packet forwarding
within this topology. Hence, this MT routing scheme is at least as powerful as the one above.
The advantage of the new implementation is that every routing topology can basically use all
physical linksE to repair the connectivity of a routing scheme some time after a failure. In
contrast, the original scheme is limited to the subsetEi ⊆ E for that purpose.

3 Network Resilience through MT Routing

In this section, we explain how MT routing can enhance the resilience of IP networks. The
idea is the following. Packets are forwarded according to a routing schemeRi and if a link or
router failure occurs inRi, the MT-ID of the affected traffic is changed locally by the router
that detects the failure and has problems to forward the packet. To that aim, the routing table
Ti is enhanced by a backup routing scheme such that the new MT ID can be looked up and
inserted into the packet header. The packet is then forwarded according to the routing table
of the new MT ID. If the new MT is also broken somewhere in the network, this can possibly
create loops. Therefore, an additional time-to-live (MT-TTL) is required which is initially set
to the maximum MT-ID and decreased whenever a MT change occurs. If the MT-TTL is zero,
the packet is discarded. This method works well both with our new MT routing concept and
the original proposal by the IETF.

We illustrate this concept based on the artificial example network in Figure 1(a). We define
the MT routing schemesRi in such a way that packets are routed on the spanning trees depicted
in Figures 1(b)–1(d). Table 1 shows the routing tablesTA

0 , TA
1 , andTA

2 of router A for the
respective MT routing schemes. The next hop for routingRi is determined by the interface
IFA

i . If this interface fails, the MT-ID of the packets is changed to a backup MT-ID. At this
occasion, load balancing can be applied, however, it should be done on the flow level [4, 5].
Assuming that both link A-B and A-C fails, the MT-ID of the packet is changed in a circle
until MT-TTL is zero and packet is eventually discarded.
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(a) Physical network topology.
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(b) Virtual routing topologyR0.
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(c) Virtual routing topologyR1.
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(d) Virtual routing topologyR2.

Figure 1: The physical network topology and multiple virtual routing topologies for a small
example network.



Table 1: Routing tablesTA
0 , TA

1 , andTA
2 of router A.

destination IFA
0 backup forR0 IFA

1 backup forR1 IFA
2 backup forR2

B A-B R1 (100%) A-C R0 (50%),R2 (50%) A-B R1 (100%)
C A-C R2 (100%) A-C R2 (100%) A-B R1 (100%)
D A-F R1 (50%),R2 (50%) A-C R0 (50%),R2 (50%) A-B R1 (100%)
E A-F R1 (50%),R2 (50%) A-C R0 (50%),R2 (50%) A-F R1 (100%)
F A-F R1 (100%) A-C R0 (50%),R2 (50%) A-F R1 (100%)

The new concept for the implementation of MT routing allows that a MT routing scheme
may be self-healing like conventional IP routing. It takes a while until the network topol-
ogy has been exchanged after a failure and until the routing tablesTi of the affected routing
schemesRi have been set up again.

Our proposal increases the reaction speed upon a network failure while the enhancement of
the MT routing offers some potential to make this concept also robust against multiple network
failures.

4 Configuration of MT Routing

The mechanism in the previous section postulates that any node in the network is able to find
a valid routing topology if a neighboring link or node fails. This in this section we explain the
requirements for the virtual routing topologies such that the different routing schemes protect
each other. Finally, we show that it is possible to fulfill these requirements in real networks.

If a link l fails, any routing topology containingl in its routing topology is possibly cor-
rupted. Hence, MT routing can be resilient to the failure of a linkl if there is at least one
routing topology that does not containl.

If a nodev is a leaf node within a routing topology, it can fail without hampering the
remaining routing scheme since only the traffic destined forv itself can not be routed anymore
to its destination. Conversely, ifv is an interior node within a routing topology, it may serve
as transit router and its failure would corrupt the routing scheme. Hence, MT routing can be
resilient to the failure of a nodev if there is at least one routing topology wherev is a leaf
node.
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Figure 2: Physical network topologies.
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(b) Labnet03 network.

Figure 3: Dual routing topologies protect against all single link and node failures.



Figure 2(a) shows the physical topology of the core network of the COST-239 testbed [6]
and Figure 2(b) shows the physical topology of the Labnet03 which is the testbed of the KING
network [7]. In both networks it is easy to find dual routing schemesR0 andR1 such that they
protect the network against all link and node failures, i.e., any node is leaf node in at least one
routing topology and any link is not contained in at least one routing topology. Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) show the corresponding dual routing topologies. Note that the routing topologies do
not need to be spanning trees. The dashed lines can be added without violating the protection
criterion but they destroy the spanning tree structure. Apart from that, not all physical links
can be included into the routing topologies as they would violate the criterion for resilience
against all node failures for at least one of the both routing topologies.

5 Outlook on Further Research

So far, we have made plausible that MT routing is an attractive means to implement fault
tolerance in IP networks. We identify the following items as open research point.

• The cost assignment of the links should be automated by offline tools and by distributed
algorithms to construct resilient MT topologies.

• In case of network outage, QoS in terms of loss and delay can only be optimized if the
bandwidth is sufficient for the deviated traffic. This poses two different optimization
problems. First, the routing and the link capacities should be designed such that the
required backup capacity is minimized to support a given traffic matrix and a set of pro-
tected failure scenariosS [8]. This is an approach for network dimensioning. Second,
for an existing network with a given traffic matrix the routing should be designed that
the maximum link utilization is as small as possible in any protected failure scenario
[9]. Load balancing deviated traffic onto different backup topologies can improve the
results but a side condition for both challenges is keeping the number of different MT
routing schemes small. In addition, load balancing must be performed on the flow level
[4, 5].

• The transient behavior of MT routing must be studied if the configuration of the different
topologies is changed.

• The transient behavior of MT routing must be studied and enhancements have to be
made if more than a single network failure occurs.

• In general, MT routing does not always use shortest paths and increases thereby the
transmission delay, in particular, if a failure occurs. The routing topologies might be
optimized regarding this aspect.

• The application of MT routing is probably most interesting in Ad-Hoc networks to im-
prove the routing stability. We intend to investigate this issue and to adapt typical Ad-
Hoc routing algorithms to MT routing.



6 Summary

In this paper we have described an alternative implementation for multi-topology (MT) routing
and a new concept to achieve fast rerouting through MT routing. We have illustrated this
resilience mechanism by a small example. We have derived conditions such that resilience
against all link and node failures can be provided by using several MT routing topologies.
We have applied this concept in two example networks an showed that this mechanism is well
applicable and that two different routing topologies suffice to achieve full resilience against all
single link and node failures. Finally, we have pointed out various research aspects regarding
network resilience through MT routing.
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